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An Innocent-Looking Convergence Problem
In a recent analysis textbook the following problem is posed (Walter[12], p. 78):












(n  0) (1)
is convergent.
It turns out to be not particularly easy to nd a single  such that the sequence converges (see
Walter[12], p. 365, for the sketch of a proof that there exists an  for which convergence holds)!
Nevertheless one can prove (see Wermuth[13]) that for every x  0 there is exactly one












(n  0) (2)
is nonnegative and bounded and, in fact, converging monotonously to the limit 2. (The only
possible limits of a sequence (1) or (2) are 2 and 0.) A stable numerical procedure to compute
y = f(x) is easily implemented in Maple. The simple idea: Start with the sequence
x; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; :::
and replace every element except the rst one by the square root of the sum of its two neighbours,
working from left to right and always using the latest available value for each element; iterate






a := array(0 .. n);
>
a[0] := 2.0 ;
>
for k to n do a[k] := x od;
>








The procedure works not only for x  0 but even for x   1:38:
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### use of ' very important here!!!
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Fig. 1




### not significantly faster!
time used := :483
>
fun:= proc(n,x) option remember; evalhf(func(n,x)) end:
>





ta:=time():for i to 100 do func(20,47.11/i) od:time_used:=time()-ta;




ta:=time():for i to 100 do fun(20,1147/i) od:time_used:=time()-ta;
time used := :633
Obviously `plot' makes use of hardware oats!
A variant of 'fun' that rejects input <  1:38:
>
fu := t -> if t >= -1 then evalhf(func(20,t)) elif t >= -1.38 then
>
evalhf(func(30,t)) else ERROR('argument < -1.38') fi;
fu := proc(t)
options operator,arrow;
if -1 <= t then evalhf(func(20,t))
elif -1.38 <= t then evalhf(func(30,t))





Error, (in fu) argument < -1.38
>





















p0:=funpiece(1000,-1.38,2.):###second execution needs almost no time
It turns out that the graph of f is invariant under the transformation
 : (x; y) 7! (x
2
  y; x); (3)








for j to n do
>




b; ### this is only necessary in order to include n=0
>
end:
The result of applying the map (3) to the graph of f is quite surprising for someone not




























Only a few steps more, and the resulting piece of curve will no longer t into the known
universe (whatever unit of length we assume)!
Now a closer look at the origin:
>
plot({c4,c5,c6},x=-1.4..2,y=-1.4..2,title=`Fig. 4`):
(The reader should have Maple plot the gures not reproduced here { like Fig. 3 and Fig. 4







Doing this last plot already needs some computing power, although a completely smooth
plot of c
8
would have required still more points. We used a DEC Alpha station with 48 Mbytes
of main memory. (At this point, Maple memory has reached 37600 K, Maple CPU time 400
sec.)
Looking at Fig. 5 comes close to a complete solution of the convergence problem concerning
the sequences (1) and (2):
It can be shown (see Wermuth[13]) that the whole curve a part of which is shown in Fig. 5
coincides with the set of all points (x; y) in the plane such that the sequence (2) converges to
2. Thus the set of all  such that (1) converges to 2 is obtained by intersecting the curve with
the line x = 1, a very complicated denumerable set! Details in Wermuth[14].
What remains to be discussed is convergence to zero, and this turns out to be impossible! (See
below and Wermuth[14])
Figures 1{5 show parts of the repelling (unstable) invariant manifold of the xed point (2; 2)
of the map (3). According to an important theorem of Grobman and Hartman (see Hartman[6],
chapter IX; Ruelle[10], Amann[1]) a nonlinear map behaves locally like a slight deformation of
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its linear approximation in the neighbourhood of a hyperbolic xed point (i.e. a xed point
such that the Jacobian matrix has no eigenvalue of modulus one); the unstable and stable
(attracting) invariant manifolds are tangent to the eigenspaces corresponding to eigenvalues of
modulus > 1 and < 1, respectively. Thus the stable and unstable manifolds can be thought
of as the nonlinear analogon or generalization of eigenspaces. In our example the attracting
manifold is just the mirror image of the repelling one and thus is obtained from it by means of
the following simple procedure.
(It's advisable to save the worksheet and to restart the Maple session at this point; the only
previous material needed for the generation of the next three gures are the procedures `func',
`fun', `funpiece', and `trafo'. Restarting the session from time to time is a remedy for Maple's









We determine the points where both manifolds intersect; to this end we have to solve the
equations f(x) + x = x
2
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The pieces of the unstable manifold cut o by the stable manifold are successive images of
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Fig. 8: The stable and unstable manifolds
Globally, these invariant manifolds have a very complicated structure. E.g., arbitrarily close
to the xed point there are points on the unstable manifold which intersect with the stable one
(transversal homoclinic points); all  and 
 1
images of these points belong to both manifolds.
(See, e.g., Palis/Takens[9], chapter 2, for details.)
We now want to look at the neighbourhood of the other xed point (0; 0) of the map (3).
This xed point is not a hyperbolic one. The dynamical behaviour near (0; 0), an elliptic
xed point (all eigenvalues have modulus one) of this area-preserving map, is very complicated.
Studying some ad hoc invariant manifolds will lead to a rst impression, but by no means to a
complete picture. To construct invariant manifolds from pieces of curves we use `trafo' and its
inverse `trafob'.
(Since we do not need anything but `trafo' from the previous data and procedures, at this



















We dene a curve with the end-points (0; c) and (c; c
2
). Extending it by means of `trafo'
and `trafob' results in an invariant manifold of the map (3).
>
curv:=(n,c)->[seq([k*c/n,evalhf(sqrt(c^2-(k*c/n)^2*(1-(k*c/n)^2)))],k=0..n)]:


































time_used:= time()-ta;### This takes some time, but is worth the effort!
time used := 514:250
(On an IBM SP2 node this is done in less than 200 sec. On a smaller station like the 48Mbyte
DEC Alpha one has to carefully avoid premature manipulation of the plot window { e.g. for
saving a PostScript le { ; otherwise the process will be killed because of swap space problems.
If possible, use a more powerful machine.)
The increasing symmetry of this invariant curve, the more complete it is, comes as a surprise;














c0h:=curv(1500,.3):c996h:=trafo(996,c0h):### This, too, needs time!
>
plot({seq(trafo(k,c996h),k=0..3)},color=0,title=`Fig. 17`,axes=BOXED);
Observe that the last plot (Fig. 17) just like Fig. 15 shows only four successive trafo images
of the initial piece of curve c
0
(Fig. 9)! By the way, Fig. 17 is a nice example to illustrate the
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Fig. 17
Now we use a straight line as `seed':
>
lin:=(n,c)->[seq([evalhf(k*c/n),evalhf(c-k*(c-c^2)/n)],k=0..n)]:

























It starts quite dierently, but in the end it's very much the same! The outer contours of
Fig. 13 and Fig. 20 make visible the same invariant circle of . (The existence of invariant
circles in the case under consideration does not follow from Jurgen Moser's celebrated twist
theorem (see, e.g., Wiggins[15], p. 151, and especially Siegel/Moser[11], x32.). Instead, the
techniques developed in Arnold[2] are needed; see Wermuth[14] for details.)
Now we look at the behaviour closer to zero. Of course, the eects of the nonlinear term
x
2



























































Figs. 24 and 25 do not consist of exact invariant circles which are mirror images of each
other (since  has no period 4 point).





t0u): time_used:=time()-ta; ### This will take some time!!!
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Fig. 26: This took some time!
If we look at  and take into account that all intermediate computational results remain in
the modulus range (0:01; 0:2) we see that the rounding errors do not aect the reliability of the
resulting picture.





































These experiments give strong evidence that all (or at least: many) points close to the origin
belong to invariant circles, implying that convergence to zero is impossible for the sequences
(1) and (2). The invariant circles have as symmetry axis the line y = x.
As it seems, the iterates of a point gradually spread densely on the invariant circle the
original point belongs to. So there are two things to be proven:
- Every (?) point close to the origin belongs to a symmetric invariant circle;
- the iterates of a point on the circle are dense (but there are exceptions, since there are periodic
points!).
See Wermuth[14] for details.
The most interesting region is the border that separates the invariant circles around (0; 0)








title=`Fig. 34`); ### restart the session after this is done
>
plot(orbit(5000,0,.69),style=point,symbol=POINT,title=`Fig. 35`);
Invariant circles around (0; 0) and the inner frontier, a chain of 21 dusty islands.
Observe that the dynamics is more involved than the static picture of `concentric' invariant
circles around (0,0) suggests. Though  is an ever smaller deformation of a =2 rotation near
(0,0), points on dierent circles rotate quite dierently, as is made visible, e.g., by Figs. 17 and
26.
























plot({p67, p68, p685, p6855, p69},0.48..0.56,0.48..0.56,
>
style=point,symbol=POINT,title=`Fig. 38`); ### dust = p69
The rst steps of an innite hierarchy of elliptic xed points of certain higher iterates of 
(the map dened in (3)) and a corresponding hierarchy of \island chains" become visible.














This picture answers the convergence problem formulated at the outset!
(The quality of the last four reproduced gures does not equal that of the previous ones;
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due to a minor bug in Maple V Release 3 concerning export as PostScript of plots with `sym-
bol=POINT' option these gures had to be generated from their worksheet representations.
This bug will be xed in Release 4.)
A Remarkable Analytic Function
We rst dene a procedure that approximately computes the real part of the analytic
continuation F (z) of the real function f(x) for x = <z   1:38. In principle, the iterative
procedure `func' from the rst part also works in the complex case (see Wermuth[14]); but
for reasons of eciency the following (mathematically equivalent) approach via the procedures






a := array(0 .. n);
>
a[0] := 2.0 ;
>
for k to n do a[k] := x od;
>







1:028526737 + :5739317986 I
>
func(50,-1-I);
























for k to n do
>






















































time used := :100
>
ta:=time():Re(func(50,2+2*I)):time_used:=time()-ta;
time used := 9:034
























for k to n do
>





















The denition of F :
>
F:=z->funcor(20,Re(z),Im(z))+I*funcoi(20,Re(z),Im(z));
F := z ! funcor( 20;<( z );=( z ) ) + I funcoi( 20;<( z );=( z ) )
>
F(-1+I);






title=`Fig. 40: A part of the z-plane`,color=white);




title=`Fig. 41: ... and its image under F`,color=white);
>
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Fig. 41: ... and its image under F




Now we want to plot the real and imaginary parts of F as three-dimensional surfaces (in
order to show that F looks not like a square root function!). The analytic continuation of F is
obtained by means of the map (3), i. e. the transformation
(z; w) 7! (z
2
  w; z);
now applied to arbitrary complex z and w. The set of all pairs (z; F (z)) is an invariant manifold
of this transformation in C
2
, and the graph of the analytic function of which F is a branch







































[ 1; 0; 1:70887556327542955; 0 ]
>
manif(5,1,0);










y=-1..1, title=`Fig. 43 I`,color=white);


































































































y=-1..1,grid=[49,49], title=`Fig. 45 I`,color=white);
We plot still larger portions of the real and imaginary part surfaces of F .
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This time we have to look at the surfaces several times in order to understand them. The






































































Fig. 46 R: Three branch points









Fig. 47 R: A median section
This was but a glimpse at the formidable analytic function F . In fact, F has innitely many
branch points, all of them real and >  1:4, innitely many in the interval ( 1:4; 1); on the
other hand, the set of branch points is unbounded. (See Wermuth[14] for details.) F has a xed
point, z = 2, and we now compute the power series expansion of F about 2, having a radius
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We nally dene the Taylor expansion operator FT, expanding F about z = 2:
>
FT:=n->unapply( convert([seq(Fcoeffs(n)[k]*(z-2)^(k-1),k=1..n+1)],`+`),z):
Warning, `k` is implicitly declared local
>
FT(7);
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It is possible to treat more general recursions than (2) along the same lines. E.g., the reader



























Of course, some of the numerical computations can be performed much faster and are less
memory-consuming if we use a strictly numerically oriented system like Matlab. This is due
to Matlab's simpler data structures and more powerful array-referencing possibilities. E.g., the
`trafo' procedure can be implemented in Matlab(!) as follows:
>




%transforms n times an m by 2 matrix p
>
%of m coordinate pairs of points in the plane;
>















This performs more than 200 times faster than the `trafo' procedure we implemented in
Maple! On the other hand, all computations can be done in Maple if we use a reasonably
powerful workstation, the benet being that the convenient Maple worksheet environment need
not be left.
As an example, we show how to use Matlab in order to perform the transformations needed
to generate Fig. 26. To facilitate the data exchange between Maple and Matlab it's advisable
to start a Matlab session running in its own window from our Matlab directory, a line mode
Maple session running in its own window from our Maple directory, and the Maple worksheet
from our current Maple subdirectory. First we export the piece of curve t
0u
(a list of lists in
Maple) in at ascii format from Maple to our Matlab directory; we use the line mode Maple
session for this purpose, since the interface variable `quiet' cannot be assigned the value `true'
























Now we import the ascii le `t0u.asc' to the Matlab session by means of the Matlab command
>
load t0u.asc
and use the Matlab routines `trafo' and `trafob' to transform the resulting 2001 by 2 matrix





(`;' at the end of a Matlab command eects the same as `:' at the end of a Maple command.)










(`...' is the Matlab equivalent of `n' at the end of an input line.) Finally we import the










color=0, title=`Fig. 26a: This took almost no time!`,
>
titlefont=[TIMES,ROMAN,16],axes=BOXED):
Thus we need to invent other overnight jobs for our workstation.
FTP
A Maple ms le (`worksheet') with all the Maple input used in this article (but nothing else)
can be obtained via anonymous ftp from our ftp server ftp.zam.kfa-juelich.de; directory:
/pub/unix/math/maple/msles, lename: manifoldinput.ms
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